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Early modern military technology, as Geoffrey Parker's book, The Military 
Revolution, and its supporters and critics have so recently reminded us, almost 
exclusively pertained to the invention, évolution and prolifération of gunpowder 
weapons. Indeed, this new technology defined ail aspects of the warfare of this era, 
from fortification construction to naval combat and from the fall of feudal armies 
to the rise of national forces. 
Yet, despite this almost universally agreed upon fact, the study of early 
gunpowder weapons is but a recent scholarly avocation. Historians contemporary 
to the early modern period itself credited the change from the medieval to their 
'modern' world to many events: the rebirth of classical éducation and the 
rediscovery of classical texts, the rise of humanism, the establishment of absolute 
states, the rise of cities, the exploration of new worlds and the prolifération of non-
Catholic Christianity. Surprisingly missing from their analysis is a discussion of 
the technological changes which occurred in the later Middle Ages. Only a few 
early modern historical commentators seem to have been impressed by the 
invention of gunpowder weapons, including Polydore Vergil, Pancirollius, Sebastian 
Franck, Achilles Pirminius Gasser, Sebastian Munster, Bernard Caesius, James 
Lesmore Gordon, Athanasius Kircher, Becher, Theodore Janssen ab Almeloveen, 
Hans Gram and Christian Friderich Temler. But their records are primarily brief 
discussions of engineering or scientific phenomena which are more concerned 
with identifying the création of gunpowder with its fictitious monastic inventor, 
Berthold Schwanz, than with analyzing the historical use of the technology in 
warfare.1 
It was not until the middle of the nineteenth century that scholarly interest in 
the invention and prolifération of gunpowder weapons began to escálate. However, 
what would eventually become a flood of academie works began as but a trickle 
with the publication in 1844 of Leon Lacabane's twenty-nine page article, 'De la 
poudre à canon et de son introduction en France ' ? Although Lacabane ' s work was 
rather limited in its scope, it did introduce into historical literature a more scholarly 
discussion of the origins of gunpowder, one which did not try to argue either for 
or against the legendary Berthold Schwaitz. The article did not, however, consider 
what weapon Systems were available which could use this new scientific discovery. 
Nor did it attempt a broad geographical survey of the subject, choosing instead to 
limit its geographical range to the borders of France. 
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This latter problem was corrected somewhat the following year, 1845, when 
Joseph T. Reinaud and Ildefonse Fa ve published their two-volume Du feu grégeois, 
des feux de guerre et des origines de la poudre à canon in Paris. Like Lacabane's 
article, this work was an investigation into the scientific history of gunpowder, with 
the addition of a discussion on Greek fire and other incendiary weapons, some real 
and some more fantastic. In it, Reinaud and Fave tried to show a connection 
between the older, medieval incendiaries and the newer gunpowder, a connection 
which has largely been dismissed by later scholarship. Also like Lacabane's article, 
this work did not extend itself into an argument of what weapon Systems might use 
gunpowder. 
Beginning in 1846 and appearing periodically until 1871 the massive and 
highly important Etudes sur le passé et l'avenir de l'artillerie was written by no less 
than the President of the French Republic, Louis-Napoleon Bonaparte, better 
known in the annals of history as Napoleon III, as assisted by (and some contend 
written solely by) Ildefonse Fave, the co-author of the scientific history of 
gunpowder which appeared in 1845. Published in Paris in six volumes, with a 
historical scope which extended from medieval catapults and trebuchets to 
gunpowder artillery in the nineteenth century, this work may have been the most 
important study of gunpowder weapons ever published. Certainly it has continued 
to be used by scholars, who have been largely unable to find fault with the authors' 
évidence or with their conclusions. This comes largely from the fact that Bonaparte 
and Fave used not only late medieval and early modern scientific and technological 
treatises, but also narrative and archaeological évidence, gathered from both 
chronicles and extant pièces. As well, they derived much of their analy sis from vast 
archivai sources; transcriptions and, if needed, translations of many of these 
documents, and of pertinent narrative sources, were included in the work. Perhaps 
most importanfly, and most interestingly considering that Napoleon III's name 
appears alone on the title page of the first two volumes, the authors did not limit 
their study to France alone, although it must be admitted that most of theirexamples 
did come from that country. 
So influential was this work that even before it was completed in 1871 other 
scholarly volumes on the history of gunpowder weaponry began to appear. The 
earliest of these treatises was Robert Mallet's lengthy article 'On the Physical 
Conditions Involved in the Construction of Artillery, and on some Hitherto 
Unexplained Causes of the Destruction of Cannon in Service', which appeared in 
1856.3 While mostly concerned with cannons faced by contemporary British 
armies, Mallet was also intrigued by the fact that an ancient Turkish cannon, not 
unlike those used at the siege of Constantinople, had fired a stone gunshot on a 
British frigate in 1806 and had nearly destroyed it. This caused him to ponder in 
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an added, lengthy note to the work, entitled the 'Discovery of Gunpowder and 
Cannon', which, while erroneous on most points, is nonetheless interesting in a 
historical context. 
Paul Henrard' s Histo ire de l'artillerie en Belgique depuis son origine jusqu'au 
règne d'Albert et d'Isabelle, published in Brussels, followed in 1865. Henrard, 
then a captain of Belgian artillery and a member of the Académie d'archéologie de 
Belgique (the Organization responsible for Publishing this work), attempted with 
this study to reproduce the effort of Bonaparte and Fave, but to limit his sources to 
what had been southem Low Countries' areas principally under the control of the 
Burgundian dukes orthe Habsburg monarchs of the Holy Roman Empire and Spain 
during the time in question. That he does not entirely succeed is not a slight to his 
scholarly ability, but rather a compliment to work done by the two French authors 
he was using as examples. 
Also appearing before the completion of Bonaparte and Fave's study was 
F.W.H. Kuyper's Geschiedenis der Nederlandsche artillerie van de vroegste 
tijden tot op heden, published from 1869 to 1874 in Nijmegen. With this work, 
written in four volumes, with a separate volume for illustrations, Kuypers did 
essentially the same thing for the Netherlands that Henrard had done for Belgium, 
although in this case the work was far more elaborate than was the Belgian ' s. It was 
also far more devoted to the study of early modem gunpowder weapons, principally 
those of the Eighty Years War, than either Bonaparte and Fave's or Henrard's 
studies had been. 
Of other middle and late nineteenth-century studies on early gunpowder 
artillery4 two works should be singled out for their excellence and later influence 
on scholarship. The first, Essenwein's Quellen zur Geschichte der Feuerwaffen, is, 
after Bonaparte and Fave's publication, perhaps the most impressive nineteenth-
century analysis of the history of early gunpowder weaponry. Accompanied by a 
large number of excellent depictions of early gunpowder weapons, made from 
paintings, manuscript illuminations and engineering drawings as well as from 
extant exemplars, this work provided fewer source materials about this early 
technology than Bonaparte and Fave, but more analysis on the technology of the 
guns. It also introduced many new sources, including a large number of German 
références, not earlier seen in scholarship. 
The second, Joseph Garnier's L'artillerie des ducs de Bourgogne, provided an 
opposite focus to the study of early gunpowder weapons to that of Essenwein's. 
Garnier's work is nearly devoid of analysis, replacing it instead with a lengthy 
transcription of all of the archivai records of Burgundian gunpowder artillery 
holdings from 1362 until 1485, a period covering the very important reigns of 
Valois Dukes Philip the Bold, John the Fearless, Philip the Good and Charles the 
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Bold. In these records can be found références not only to the conditions, size and 
numbers of the weapons themselves, but also to the cost and technology of these 
weapons, their projectiles and powder, the Organization of artillery trains and the 
use of on-site blacksmiths and masons to provide repairs and gunstones. 
Two other studies also ought to be singled out for separate considération as they 
introduced the subject of early handguns, attempting to explain the origins and 
évolution of this more specialized but very important aspect of gunpowder weapon 
technology. These were M . Thierbach's monograph Die geschichtliche 
Entwickelung des Handfeuerwaffen bearbeitet nach den in den deutschen 
Sammlungen noch vorhandenen Originalen (Dresden 1886) and P. Sixl's long 
series of articles, 'Entwickelung und Gebrauch der Handfeuerwaffen', which 
appeared in the first four issues of the Zeitschrift für Historische Waffenkunde 
(1897-1908).5 
The historical interest on early gunpowder weapons continued into the early 
twentieth Century.6 Of great importance and influence were R. Coltman Clephan's 
two works. His first, An Outline ofthe History and Development ofHand Firearms 
(London 1906), attempted to bring up to date and to translate into English the vital 
points of Thierbach's and Sixl's studies. While the second, a lengthy two-part 
article, 'The Ordnance of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries ' , 7 which appeared 
in 1911, attempted to do the same for the large-scale gunpowder weaponry studies 
written by Bonaparte and Fave, among others - part one of this work discussed 
numberless written sources to early gunpowder weaponry, while part two analyzed 
ail of the known extant exemplars from the late Middle Ages. In this regard 
Clephan succeeded marvelously. Many of his références were new, his scholarship 
was concise but erudite, and his analysis was fresh. Above all, the historical 
questions which he asked served to renew the scholarly debates put forth by the 
early nineteenth- Century analy sts which had all too easily been shelved by so many 
of the late nineteenth-century writers. 
Also of significance were two monographs written by Bernhard Rathgen which 
followed up his article on fourteenth-century Flemish artillery mentioned above, 
Das Aufkommen der Pulverwaffe (Munich 1925) and Das Geschütz im Mittelalter 
(Berlin 1928). Although the latter monograph covered the medieval catapult more 
than the gun, both works were comprehensive and learned. Among other things, 
his work on the Burgundian guns of the Hundred Years War, undoubtedly 
influenced by the archivai work of Joseph Garnier, showed that gunpowder 
weapon technology was conclusively prééminent in that duchy during the late 
fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries. 
After these works appeared in the early twentieth Century, however, there 
seems to have been a lull in large-scale historical analysis on early gunpowder 
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weaponry until 1960. What replaced these were shorter works, more specialized 
or localized in focus.8 However, studies with a broader scope, like those of 
Bonaparte and Fave, Essenwein, Clephan and Rathgen, were not written. 
Why this break in more comprehensive scholarship existed can perhaps not be 
known, but its existence was enough to encourage J.R. Partington, an emeritus 
professor of Chemistry at the University of London, to write A History of Greek 
Fire and Gunpowder, which was published in Cambridge in 1960. And while this 
work has been justly criticized - Partington was certainly a better chemist than he 
was a historian - it did mark the reopening of research into the history of early 
gunpowder weaponry. 
Some of this was written more for a popular audience than a scholarly one, such 
as the three works written by retired Brigadier O.F.G. Hogg, The Royal Arsenal 
(London 1963), English Artillery, 1326-1716 (London 1963), and Artillery: Its 
Origin, Heyday and Decline (London 1963), all of which were repetitive and 
pedestrian. But most were of a scholarly nature.9 
Each of the works mentioned in the preceding note had one purpose: to 
investigate the invention, evolution, proliferation and technology of gunpowder 
weapons. Few explored the use of these weapons in military engagement and even 
fewer examined their impact on political, economic, technological or social 
history. But the above works did influence studies which focused on these issues, 
although in the guise of more standard military and technological histories. It is 
through these studies that we can recognize the effects of more than a century and 
a half of historical research in early gunpowder weaponry. 
In chronologically wide-sweeping or general military histories, the effect of 
these works may not be immediately apparent. Before 1950, lengthy sections were 
devoted to the use of early gunpowder weapons only in Hans Delbriick's six 
volume Geschichte der Kriegskunst im Rahmen des politischen Geschichte (Berlin 
1920-1932)10 and Charles Terlinden' Histoire militaire des Beiges (Brussels 
1931). However, this may be because of the very few general military surveys 
actually written before this late date, and not because of any neglect on the part of 
historians writing these studies. This assumption is in fact supported by the large 
number of military history surveys written after 1950 which do include discussions 
on the use of early gunpowder weapons in warfare.11 Also, all through the twentieth 
century, more chronologically specific studies were published which devoted 
relatively large sections to an examination of the military use of early guns.12 
Especially active are historians of late medieval and early modern navies, 
almost all of whom have written extensive analyses of the influence of shipboard 
artillery on the naval warfare of the period, and historians of late medieval and early 
modem fortifications, all of whom comment on the changes in fortification 
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construction brought about by the use of gunpowder weapons in sieges.13 There 
have also been a number of studies done on the effect of gunpowder weapons on 
the practice of battlefield surgery.14 
Finally, interest in early European gunpowder weaponry has also encouraged 
research in the origin, evolution and proliferation of non-European gunpowder 
weapon technology. Perhaps the most impressive work in this field is by Joseph 
Needham, as part of his research in the history of Asian science, which culminated 
in the 1986 publication of the volume Military Technology: The Gunpowder Epic 
in his series Science and Civilisation in China}5 
Early gunpowder weaponry has also become an interesting subject for the 
historians of technology. Certainly this is evident in the increasingly popular 
histories of military technology.16 
This brings us to the current interest in the use and impact of early gunpowder 
weapons, as framed in the phrase 'The Military Revolution'. In a paper delivered 
atQueen's University in January 1955, Michael Roberts, then professor of History 
at the university, with a particular interest in early modern Swedish history, 
developed an engaging and highly original thesis: that the evolution and proliferation 
of early gunpowder weapons had in fact caused significant changes in the art of 
European warfare between 1560 and 1660. These changes included a 'revolution 
in tactics', in which lines of infantry armed with gunpowder weapons supplanted 
the more conventional pikemen and cavalry. These tactics required more 
organization and better training, producing the first 'standing army', and were 
found principally in the early modern Dutch and Swedish armies. They also 
eventually led to the development of formal military education. 
The second change consisted of a 'revolution in strategy'. This meant that the 
better armed, professional soldiers which had been created by new training and 
better organization were now able to attempt more challenging strategies. Several 
national armies could now operate at the same time, allowing the conquests made 
by Gustavus Adolphus and other early modern generals. 
These large armies led to the third change: an increase in the scale of warfare 
waged throughout Europe. More troops were needed and more conquests were 
made. More battles were fought and longer and more violent wars were waged. 
This in turn increased the impact war had on society. The economie strain of 
having to support standing armies, the violence brought by large numbers of 
pillaging soldiers - from both enemy and friendly armies - and the rise of larger 
military supported states all hindered the continued prosperity of a society 
traditionally removed from these facets of warfare. 
Printed as a pamphlet under the title The Military Revolution, 1560-1660 by the 
University of Belfast in 1956,17 Roberts' thesis immediately became the object of 
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interest among military historians and historians of technology, most of whom 
applauded his efforts. Here it seemed finally that a reputable scholar had been able 
to synthesize the earlier studies on late medieval and early modem gunpowder 
weapons and to determine that a 'révolution' had in fact occurred because of their 
présence in Europe at that time. 
For more than twenty years Roberts' thesis stood without significant criticism 
directed against him. But in 1976 a prominent young historian, Geoffrey Parker, 
whose own work on the Eighty Years War had already brought him accolades, 
questioned the accuracy of Roberts' technological determinism.18 Agreeing with 
Roberts that gunpowder weaponry had 'revolutionized' the scale of warfare in 
early modem Europe and that this had 'important and wide-ranging conséquences' 
for society, he nevertheless disagreed with the earlier scholar's conclusions that 
tactics or strategy had been significantly affected by gunpowder weaponry, at least 
not in a way that always ensured décisive military success. He also saw no 
innovation in accepting more organization and better training, which he not only 
traced back to the fifteenth century but also to the sixteenth- and seventeenth-
century Spanish army, an army excluded by Roberts in his analysis. Instead, Parker 
saw early modem strategy and tactics determined by geography and the présence 
or absence of modem artillery fortifications (the trace italienne). 
Parker, in tum, also met with little criticism. Only in an article by David A . 
Parrott, published in 1985, were Parker's criticisms of Roberts' thesis even 
questioned, and this was not in support of Roberts over Parker, but rather to 
'propose an alternative argument'.19 For Parrott, whose own research focused on 
the administration and organization of the seventeenth-century French army, 'the 
characteristic of the period was not révolution, but an almost complete failure to 
meet the challenges posed by the administration and deployment of contemporary 
armies '. Battles were won or lost irrespective of the tactical changes brought about 
by gunpowder weapons, and in fact battles became an irrelevant aspect of warfare 
during the period because of the failure of strategy to 'come to terms with the real 
déterminants of warfare' during the period. 
Roberts' thesis refused to die, however, and in 1988 a most curious défense of 
the 'Military Révolution' was published. It was most curious because it came from 
Geoffrey Parker. The Military Révolution: Military Innovation and the Rise ofthe 
West, 1500-1800 (Cambridge 1988), initially presented as a series of four lectures 
given at Cambridge University and dedicated to Michael Roberts, showed that 
Parker had become convinced, nearly a décade after his own criticism of Roberts' 
work, that a révolution in military tactics and strategy had indeed been effected by 
the innovation of gunpowder weaponry. This coupled with his continued belief in 
the supremacy of trace italienne fortifications led him to propose that not only were 
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the organization and education of early modern soldiers altered, the scale of 
warfare enlarged, and society adversely affected, but the use of gunpowder 
weapons also meant significant changes in supplying the armies, naval warfare, 
and, ultimately, the ability of Europeans to make conquests against non-European 
powers not blessed with such technologically destructive weapons. 
Now it was Parker's book which was generally acclaimed without criticism. 
Most reviewers praised it with the highest accolades, and the Society for the 
History of Technology and the Society for Military History (formerly the American 
Military Institute) both awarded the book their best book honors. Some historians 
- like David Ralston in his Importing the European Army: The Introduction of 
European Military Techniques and Institutions into the Extra-European World, 
1600-1914 (Chicago 1990) and Brian M . Downing in his The Military Revolution 
andPolitical Change in Early Modern Europe (Princeton 1992) - have even used 
Parker's work as the basis of their own studies. 
However, some criticism of Parker' s Military Revolution has begun to appear. 
Initially this was in the form of an essay review by Bert S. Hall and Kelly DeVries 
which appeared in 1990, questioning Parker's chronological conclusions and 
technological determinism.20 Later that same year a series of papers presented at 
a symposium at the University of Illinois by John A . Lynn, Simon Adams, William 
Maltby, Richard Hellie, Bruce P. Lenman, Don Higginbotham, Dennis Showalter, 
Hew Strachan, and Sir Michael Howard, was published under the title Tools of 
War: Instruments, Ideas, and Institutions of Warfare, 1445-1871 (Urbana 1990), 
edited by John Lynn. Although not attacking Parker's work directly, each paper in 
the series challenged the concept of early modern technological determinism, thus 
damaging the foundation of Parker's thesis (and Roberts' before him). 
Finally, in 1991, two more direct criticisms of Parker's study appeared. The 
first, A Military Revolution? Military Change and European Society, 1550-1800 
(Atlantic Highlands, N.J. , 1991), by Jeremy Black, questioned Parker's military 
changes, believing that if there was a military revolution in early modern Europe 
it did not occur until after 1660 and resulted not from technological determinism 
but from the rise of absolutist states: 'Increases in armed forces encouraged other 
rulers who wished to play a major role in what was an aggressive competitive 
international system to follow suit'. The second, John A . Lynn's 'The tracé 
italienne and the Growth of Armies: The French Case', argues that the construction 
and propagation of tracé italienne fortifications cannot explain the increased size 
of the French army during the seventeenth century, nor in fact can it be seen as 'the 
most fundamental variable in the equation'.21 Instead, Lynn proposes that 'French 
economie and demographic development made military expansion possible' and 
that 'dynastie ambition and eventual diplomatic isolation forced the Bourbons to 
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multiply the number of their battalions'. Only after this, during the reign of Louis 
X I V , did fortifications begin to be influential. 
This list of studies may seem exhausting, but in fact many more sources must 
still be researched and scrutinized, and more theses must be theorized. For the 
invention of gunpowder weaponry, whether or not it was a determining factor in 
significant late medieval and early modem military, technological, and societal 
changes, still marked a historical event which deserves to be studied and studied 
well. 
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